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Welcome 
to a new hunting season
It’s hard to describe the excitement and anticipation that the start 
of a new season brings. Just the thought of the woods, fields and 
lakes with their seasonal colours and scents evokes a memorably 
familiar atmosphere. A brand new season calls, but one built on  
a venerable storied past. 

And it is the stories connected with hunting that make it so spe-
cial. The story of the perfect moment, the perfect setting, the perfect 
shoot, where the whole exceeds the sum of the parts. 

For Seeland, expectations of the 2016/2017 season are even 
greater than normal. Because we have many thrilling stories to 
recount, to help make this a stand-out season. In developing our 
products, we’ve given special emphasis to safety and visibility when 
shooting in company, the right equipment for the shooting range, 
comfort when sat in the high seat, and shooters’ everyday wear.  
Let us explain by means of our four product categories: classic  
Heritage, hard-wearing Rugged & Tough, insulating North and tech-
nical Active. And read our stories of the shooter, the shoot and tra-
dition, designed to set the scene and give an insight into the world 
of shooting.

But first off, you need to grasp the moment, while the season is 
fresh and full of expectations. Because it’s up to you to realise your 
expectations and make them part of your own shooting story. 

Come on in.There’s a new world awaiting you.

Claus Juul
Head of Brands, Seeland

This magazine is our new way of presenting  
Seeland’s products and the stories behind them. And we’d 
love to know what you think. Send us your feedback, good  
or bad, along with your suggestions for our next issue.  
The magazine will be back in spring 2017, but we won’t be 
resting on our laurels. So keep an eye on Seeland.com to see 
what new initiatives we’ve come up with. And don’t forget  
to like us on Facebook. 
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Stuck at your computer? Dreaming of getting out with your gun? Come and 
ease your withdrawal symptoms at Seeland.com. We have just launched a 
shooting game that takes you to the range to try your luck with a few clays. 
The game is based on our four product categories: Heritage, Rugged &  
Tough, North and Active. You can challenge your Facebook friends and 
enter the competition to win a shooting vest and a shooting lesson with 
Danish World Champion skeet shooter and Olympian, Jesper Hansen, 
interviewed here in the catalogue. 
Discover more at seeland.com

50,000
photos of wildlife 
The world’s most prestigious wildlife photography competition gets bigger year after year. 
The 52nd Wildlife Photographer of the Year awards take place this autumn. This year, the 
organisers have received nearly 50,000 images, making this one of the world’s largest pho-
tographic competitions. 

The competition is organised by London’s Natural History Museum and BBC Wildlife, 
but the best images will also be exhibited worldwide, and published in books and on  
calendars.

Last year’s grand title winner, ‘A tale of two foxes’, was taken by Don Gitoski of Canada, 
a doctor whose hobby is ‘shooting’ with a telephoto lens. The image of a red fox dragging 
the carcass of an Arctic fox was captured in a national park in Manitoba, Canada. As the 
photo illustrates, the red fox’s range is extending further and further northwards in step 
with global warming, displacing the smaller Arctic fox. 

Discover more at: nhm.ac.uk/visit/wpy.html or search for hashtag #WPY52

Photo: Don Gutoski

New, stable  
shooting stick
For the approaching hunting season, the  
Danish shooting hardware manufacturer, 
Decoy, presents a four-legged shooting stick. 
This weapon mount is simple to set up, and 
has dual-function feet that are easily adjusted 
to the ground conditions you are firing from. 
The benefit of a shooting stick of this kind is 
that it supports both the forend and butt, to 
provide a firm and steady mount. It is easy  
to pack with its removable legs and quick- 
connectors and has no loose parts.

New
s in brief
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290.000Interest in shooting is on the rise 
across all of Europe. In Germany, 
the number of registered shooters 
has exceeded 350,000, to reach its 
highest level in modern times. The 
number of Swedes getting their 
shooting licence also increased by 
10 per cent in 2015. 

France remains Europe’s no.  
1 shooting country, with more 
than 1.3 million registered  
shooters. 

Registered shooters in the 2015 
shooting season

Source: Statista.com

MORE SHOOTERS ACROSS EUROPE

Remington, the USA’s oldest and largest 
maker of shotguns and rifles, celebrates 
its bicentenary in 2016. Remington was 
founded in 1816 by Eliphalet Reming-
ton II, who was convinced that he could 
make a better rifle than any already on 
the market.
Discover more: remington.com/bicentennial

200 years
The shoot for the US  
PRESIDENCY 
Historically, a large majority of US presidents have been active shooters or have come 
from shooting backgrounds. For the election in November, close attention is being 
paid to the candidates’ views on shooting, weapons and, not least, their shooting back-
grounds.

Although American shooters traditionally vote Republican, in fact, it is Democrat 
Hillary Clinton who has the most shooting experience.

“My father taught me to shoot many, many years ago in Arkansas. I can clearly recall the 
sensation of standing out in the cold water in the early morning”, Clinton recounted.

Donald Trump has never been a shooter, but his two sons have been very active in bow 
shooting and trophy hunting in Africa. 

New
s in brief
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It’s pretty rare to return home from the woods with half 
a litre of cream and a handful of sausages. But these 

are both ingredients of a classic Danish dish known as 
jægergryde, or huntsman’s hotpot. This is so delicious 

that we have created a top five list of huntsman’s dishes 
– but which may be complete strangers to game. 

THE TOP 5 
game-free  

huntsman’s dishes 

Escalope chasseur  
or Jägerschnitzel

Whether in French or German, this is a 
piece of breaded pork or veal, covered in 
a thick, mushroom-rich, sauce chasseur. 

Jagdwurst
The German Jagdwurst (literally hunting 
sausage) rarely contains any game meat. 

Its defining characteristic is a combination 
of finely and coarsely chopped meat.

Bigos
Across Europe there are stews made from 
the best leftovers in the larder and usually 

called “shooter’s” something. But the  
original may be the Polish/Lithuanian 

bigos, which contains a good helping of 
cabbage and different kinds of meat. 

Chicken cacciatore
An Italian “huntsman’s chicken”, with  

vegetables, garlic and peeled tomatoes.  
A splendid dish, but the shooting connec-

tion is lost in the mists of time.

Jägerbomb
Zero shooting connection: a cocktail  

of Red Bull and Jägermeister.

Shooters and other users of the countryside have the potential to collect 
priceless knowledge about biodiversity and the distribution of different 
animals and plants. Various projects are working to crowdsource the 
mapping of the world’s plants and animals. One of these is iNaturalist, 
which simplifies the recording of plants and animals by using an app. 
The project was launched in 2008, and, 
to date, more than 2.5 million animals 
and plants have been recorded using the 
app. The observations are available to 
everyone – from scientific researchers 
to the amateur naturalist. The app is free 
for both iOS and Android. 

Discover more at: inaturalist.org

Mapping the 
natural world

NEW SHOOTING FILM
Hunters Video have two high-quality shooting videos on the way, 
for release in autumn. 

Swedish Roebucks depicts a classic shoot, visiting the Trolle 
Ljungby estate, which has conducted exemplary roe deer man-
agement over many years. Driven Hunt 2 follows up the success  
of Driven Hunt 1 with an extended series of spectacular hunts and 
shoots. Drama, excitement and action, involving a broad range 
of European game. Watch, listen and learn how to increase your 
driven shot successes. 

huntersvideo.com

New
s in brief
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Nearly a quarter of Norwegian shooting test candidates in 2015/2016 were 
women. As revealed by new figures from the country’s authorities, Norway 

has the highest proportion of women shooters, but the same trend is visible 
across Europe and in the USA. More and more women are getting their shoo-
ting licence. Women shooters are especially prevalent in Germany, Austria and 

the Nordics. But other countries are hot on their trail. For example, in Janu-
ary 2016, a women-only shoot was held in Latvia, with the motto: “The women 

shoot, the men only drive”.
See the video of Latvia’s first women-only shoot: korturl.dk/n0i

The large European carnivores – wolf, bear, lynx and wolverine – are all increasing 
in number. Here are the largest populations of the largest of them: the bear. 

The bear’s coming
Scandinavian Norway and Sweden 3,400 Increasing

Karelian Norway and Finland 1,700 Increasing

Baltic Estonia and Latvia 710 Increasing

Carpathian Romania, Slovakia, Serbia, Poland 7,200 Stable

Dinaric-Pindos Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia,  
Montenegro, Macedonia, Albania,  
Serbia, Greece 

3070 Increasing

Alpine Italy, Switzerland, Slovenia, Austria 45-50 Stable

Eastern Balkan Bulgaria, Serbia, Greece 600 Stable or decreasing

Central Apennine Italy 40-80 Stable

Cantabrian Spain 195-210 Increasing

Pyrenean France and Spain 22-27 Increasing

Source: The European Commission 

There are 15 different Olympic shooting competitions at the 
Rio Games in August. These are the same 15 rifle, pistol and 
shotgun categories as in the last Games in London. But the 
format of the finals has been changed, to make the sport 
more viewer-friendly. The competition days will be 6-14 
August in Deodoro, just outside of Rio. 

Discover more: rio2016.com/en/shooting

New
s in brief
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Heritage
The traditional shooter
Classic shooting clothes designed for traditional game shooting,  

with a focus on functionality and comfort.
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Kensington
Simple shooting suit inspired by the classic traditions. Kensington is a versatile shooting 
suit designed for all types of shooting where elegant dress is de rigueur. The suit comes 
with reinforced panels on exposed parts, and features a waterproof and windproof  
SEETEX® membrane. 

ESSEX JERSEY
Colour Cypress melange / Size S-5XL 

NIGEL SHIRT
Colour Barn check / Size M-3XL 

MORGAN SILK TIE
Colour Red / Size One size 

Kensington jacket / Colour Pine green / Size 48-60 

Kensington trousers / Colour Pine green / Size 48-60 

TAKE IT OUTSIDE  AW 2016  009
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Tournament 
Functional and practical shooting vest for use on 
the range or a simulated game day. Tournament 
has large pockets, flexible leather reinforcement 
on the right shoulder and an elasticated back for 

more freedom of movement.

Colour Black / Size S-5XL 

Skeet 
Danish professional skeet shooter Jesper Hansen, a former 

world champion and Olympian, helped optimise the ergonomic 
fit of the Skeet shooting gilet. With its well-designed shaping, 
flexible shoulders and large cartridge pockets, the Skeet gilet 

allows optimum freedom of movement and easy access to  
your cartridges. 

Colour Duffel green & Black / Size S-5XL 

shooting 
vest

STRAP FOR  
EAR DEFENDERS

FLEXIBLE  
SHOULDERS

GLASSES STRAP
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It's all about shoot-
ing for the Danish 
skeet shooter  
Jesper Hansen,  
who in August will 
be shooting for gold 
at the Olympics in 
Rio de Janeiro.
TEXT: MICHAEL RACHLIN

PHOTO: DAS BÜRO FOR DIF (THE NATIO-

NAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE AND SPORTS 

CONFEDERATION OF DENMARK) AND 

TEAM DANMARK
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"It's like it's all happening  
in slow motion"

This may seem a rather surprising way to 
describe a sport that gives you less than a sec-
ond to hit a clay target spinning through the air 
at around 60 miles an hour.

Nonetheless, it is still the best way to describe 
how the smallest margins will be decisive when 
some of the world's best shots compete in the 
skeet shooting events at the Rio Olympic Games 
in August this year. 

This is the view of the Danish skeet shooter 
Jesper Hansen, former world champion and one 
of the 36 who have qualified for the Olympics 
in a sport that shares many of the features of 
shooting. 

In skeet shooting, victory or defeat are found 
in the mental state where time seems to go more 
slowly. 

"Now that we are down to 36 skeet shooters for 
the Olympics, there is no doubt that we can all 
shoot, and most of us could take gold. There are 
very small differences in technique and execu-
tion, and in essence, mental stamina will be the 
deciding factor," says Jesper Hansen, who will 
be participating in his second Olympics, having 
won the skeet shooting World Championships 
in 2013.

"When I've been training, and everything is 
going well, I really get the sense that it's all hap-
pening in slow motion. It's about being 100 per 
cent focused on the moment. I can really feel 
that, if I haven't trained for a while, it's as though 
they've speeded up the clay target machines, 
which they haven't, of course. It just feels that 
way", says Jesper Hansen, who we meet one 

afternoon at the shooting range of Copenhagen 
Clay Target Club, in the company of thousands 
of smashed clay targets.

WORLD CHAMPION IN WAITING Between 
the intense moments when the clay target spins 
off in slow motion, at high speed, skeet shooting 
involves a lot of waiting, which is a challenge in 
itself. Just like game shooting. 

"As the former world champion Ole Riber Ras-
mussen told me, you have to be a world cham-
pion in waiting to be a good skeet shooter. You 
need to be damn good at maintaining your con-
centration while you're waiting. There's a great 
risk of losing focus, and that's something I work 
on very, very intensively," says Jesper Hansen, 
who is supported by a shooting trainer and a 
psychologist as shooting trainer.

On an ordinary training day, around 500 
shots are fired, and up to the Olympics there 
is intensive training nearly every day. This also 
includes physical training, since, contrary to 
popular belief, skeet shooting requires good 
physical fitness.

"In the old days, skeet shooting winners were 
on the well-built side. We've also had a few of 
them in Denmark, so that the preconceptions 
about unathletic skeet shooters are still alive 
and kicking. But looking at the finals in the last 
few years, every contestant was in good physical 
shape. The game has become so tough, and the 
speed of the targets is so high, that you need to 
be really fit," says Jesper Hansen. 

ONCE A SHOOTER... Jesper Hansen grew up 
with an interest in shooting. His father used 
to go shooting, and to get the boy out of the 
house his mother sent him off with his father, 

Jesper Hansen
Born: 19 November 1980 in Roskilde.
Lives in: Svebølle.
World champion in skeet shooting in 2013.
Third and fourth, respectively, in the World 
Championships and European Champion-
ships in 2015.
Preferred shooting: Pigeon shooting. 

Shooting vest
Jesper Hansen has advised Seeland on the development of a new Skeet shooting vest, which was launched 
in the market in the spring of 2016. 

"I think we've included a lot of good, smart tricks in the vest. The pockets are a bit larger, to hold a few 
more cartridges, and the pockets are placed to ensure better balance. Normally, the pockets are towards the 
front, so they can pull you down a bit," says Jesper Hansen.

Balance, freedom of movement and a good fit were Hansen’s watchwords for the design of the Skeet vest. 
Besides the position of the pockets to improve balance, the shoulders are designed so that you can raise 
your arms without being weighed down. The vest is a relatively tight fit, so as not to restrict upper-body 
movement. 

"I think it should all be fabric. A lot of shooting vests incorporate leather, but I recommend synthetic 
leather, which performs a little better in wet conditions. Real leather can draw in moisture, and that is very 
impractical," says Jesper Hansen. 

Milliseconds in slow
 motion
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Shotgun
Jesper Hansen started with a 

Beretta 686, which is one of the 
best known, classical shotguns. 
After trying out virtually all well-
known brands, Jesper Hansen is 
back with Beretta, with a DT11, 
which after various adjustments 

and corrections costs around 
approx. 13.500€ 

Barrel 
Jesper Hansen shoots with a 29 
inches barrel He has previously 
shot with 28 inches, but as from 

2013 he had a slightly longer 
shot in the skeet shooting finals. 
"You feel that you get closer with 

a slightly longer barrel. With a 
short barrel, you get the urge to 
shoot quickly. That's my feeling, 
anyway. A slightly longer barrel 

means that I follow the target for 
a bit longer," he says. 

Ammunition 
Jesper Hansen has cooperated 
with the Swedish firm Gyttorp, 

which is the Nordic region's larg-
est producer of shooting and 

sporting ammunition.
Lead shot has been banned in 
Denmark since 1996, which is a 
major difficulty, since lead shot 
is always used in international 
competitions. So the challenge 

has been to make steel shot with 
approximately the same  

characteristics. 
"I feel that we have made a 
really good cartridge, which 
resembles what they use in  

competitions," he says.

shooting glasses  
and ear defenders

Jesper Hansen would never fire 
a shot without shooting glasses 

and ear defenders.
"Especially when we use steel 

shot, which ricochets a lot, 
shooting glasses are important 
to protect the eyes. They're also 

extremely important within skeet 
shooting, since the backgrounds 

can vary a lot from one range 
to the other. I like them to give 

more contrast. The same applies 
to ear defenders, and I use the 
electronic ones, but which are 

not permitted in competitions." 

even though taking this bundle of energy along 
reduced the chances of getting anywhere near 
the game.

There is a small shooting range close to the 
West Zealand town of Svebølle, where Jesper 
grew up. This is where his shooting skills were 
developed, and his talent was discovered in his 
early teenage years. 

Even though it is a fair distance to the shoo-
ting range on the outskirts of Copenhagen, Jes-
per still lives in Svebølle, and grins when asked 
whether he still goes shooting. 

"Yes, of course. Shooting is part of life, and 
always will be," says Jesper, who, as for his 
sport, prefers the shotgun – and game such as 
pheasants and pigeons, and especially pigeon 
shooting. 

"These have been some of my best shooting 
experiences. Pheasant shooting is great, but 
pigeon is really special. You have to go out the 
day before and view the birds' migration route: 
What are they doing? Where are they heading? 
And then you set up the decoys. I really like that, 

as it involves a lot of psychology," says Jesper 
Hansen, who confesses that he does not have 
the patience "to sit in a tower waiting for game 
to possibly emerge from the forest". 

WORLD SKEET CHAMPIONSHIPS 
TOUGHER THAN THE OLYMPICS But before 
the pigeon shooting season starts on 1 Novem-
ber in Denmark, he has a trip to Rio to make. 
Jesper is one of 36 skeet shooters from all over 
the world to have secured a place, and he has 
actually done this four times over. "The Olym-
pics is obviously the biggest thing to win, but 
technically, the World Championships are much 
harder to do well in. For the Olympics, there's 
only 36 of us, while there are several hundred 
contestants in the Championships. Five or six of 
the world's very best skeet shooters have not yet 
secured a place for the Olympics. So the skeet 
shooter who hits optimum form has a good 
chance of winning a gold medal," says Jesper 
Hansen.

Did you know that:
Shooting has been on the Olympic programme since the first modern 
Olympics in 1896. At the Olympics in 1900, one of the disciplines was 
shooting live pigeons, and over 300 birds were brought down. 
However, since then, only clay targets have been used. 

Milliseconds in slow
 motion
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Concentration before the “pull”
With the right equipment and accessories, the clay can be your 

sole focus. 

1. WINSTER GLOVES / Black / Size M-XL 

2. WINSTER CAP / Duffel green / Size One size 

3. SKEET WAISTCOAT / Duffel green / Size S-5XL 

4. PRESTON SHIRT / Blue check / Size S-5XL 

5. CARTRIDGE STICK 

6. FIELD TROUSERS / Duffel green / Size 48/35”-60/35” 

7. SHOTGUN SLIP, DESIGN LINE / Green/Brown / Size 125 cm 
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River S/S 
Classic check, short-sleeved cotton shirt for shoot-

ing and everyday wear. River has a chest pocket 
on the left and a button-down collar. 

Colour Frozen dew check, White asparagus check & 
Antique gold check / Size M-3XL 

River L/S 
Classic check cotton shirt for shooting and every-

day wear. River has a chest pocket on the left, but-
ton-down collar and adjustable cuffs. 

Colour Frozen dew check, White asparagus check & 
Antique gold check / Size M-3XL 

Nigel 
Classic check cotton shirt for shooting and every-

day wear. Nigel has a chest pocket on the left, but-
ton-down collar and adjustable cuffs. Available in 

three colours: Barn, Bleached and Pine Green.

Colour Barn check, Bleached check & Pine green check / 
Size M-3XL 

Shirts 
with style

Several colours available  
- see seeland.com

Several colours available  
- see seeland.com

Several colours available  
- see seeland.com
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Reading
Traditional, classic, round-neck knitted sweater. It is lightweight 

and warm, and made from 50% wool and 50% acrylic. Wool 
is renowned for its temperature-regulating properties, while 

acrylic helps the sweater keep its shape. This makes Reading an 
ideal everyday and shooting sweater.

Colour Cypress melange, Shaded olive melange & Faun brown melange / 
Size M-3XL 

Bolton 
Warm and lightweight thermos fleece with YKK® 
zippers. Tiny air pockets in the fleece-fibres pre-
serves body heat and makes the Bolton fleece 

suitable as both midlayer and outer layer.

Bolton fleece / Colour Carbon & Pine green / 
Size M-3XL 

Bolton fleece waistcoat / Colour Carbon  
& Pine green / Size M-3XL 

Several colours available 
- see seeland.com

Retaining 
body heat
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Did you grow up with shooting? 
"No, when I was a lad I was obsessed with fishing, and didn't know much  
about shooting. When I got married, we moved to the country, where my  
parents-in-law had an indoor shooting range, where we could fire air guns  
and gallery guns. So it was natural to take up shooting, and my first big  
passion was pistol shooting."

How did that happen? 
"I started in the air rifle club, which was a bit boring. So I went on to the rifle 
club, which was really boring. People lay down for ages to take the shot. So I 
tried the pistol club, and thought: 'Wow! This is for me.' There was lots of shoot-
ing, and bullets flying everywhere, quite safely, of course ... My first big love was 
a Colt 45 Canadian revolver from the Second World War. Unfortunately, pistol 
shooting was made illegal in the UK and disappeared overnight." 

So how do you shoot today?
"We mainly shoot pheasant, duck and partridge. I'm a member of two syndi-
cates. There's a small local farmers syndicate with 16 shooters who take turns to 
beat and then shoot the next drive. Then we go to the pub, where we can boast 
that we're actually really much better shots than we are. I also take part in a 
larger shoot in Suffolk each year. I really enjoy the social aspect of shooting." 

What is the best shooting advice you have been given? 
"One of the shooters I've learned a lot from is an elderly gentleman from here in 
Oxford. He said that when it looked good, it was good. You should never hurry, 
but take your shot elegantly, like an English gentleman." 

Do you have a weapon that means a lot to you?
"I have a George Gibbs from 1879, which is a really beautiful firearm. It was 
made in southern England, in the 19th century. It's a hammer gun with a barrel 
of Damascus steel. It's not very fast, but it can actually shoot birds, if you point it 
in the right direction. But we also have people who shoot even older guns, muz-
zle loaders that use black powder. So compared to them, I'm pretty fast." 

What is special about using such an old gun? 
"It sounds different. It's like bells, which all have a different chime. A modern 
shotgun sounds very hard and tight, while an older weapon has a more melodic 
boom, which reverberates afterwards. The wood is incredible, and far superior 
to anything made today." 

What is your best shooting experience? 
"One of my best shooting trips was the first time I was out with my colleague 
John in Northumberland, near Hadrian's Wall – close to the border with Scot-
land. We'd planned one outing in the evening, and one in the morning. On the 
first one, I shot my first roe deer from around 120 metres, with one shot. It was 
an amazing moment. Later that evening, we had a good dinner, and a drink,  
followed by another, and yet another. So we never got out in the morning.  
Not a very impressive trophy, but I've saved the antlers."

Simon Esnouf is the epitome of the classical English shooter. Read 
his account of English shooting traditions, and why he uses a shot-
gun that is almost 140 years old. 

PHOTO: ANDY WRIGHT

Name: Simon EsnoufLives in: Oxford, England Age: 58Preferred shooting: Pheasant, duck and pigeonPreferred weapon: Miroku MK 70  – or George Gibbs from 1879

“But it can actually shoot birds,  
if you point it in the right direction.”
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Rugged  
& Tough

The working shooter
Shooting clothes for the shooter who demands 

hard-wearing durability.
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HERCULEAN GLOVES
Colour Grizzly brown / Size M-XL 

CREW BEANIE HAT
Colour Leafy green / Size One size 

GLACIER FULL ZIP CARDIGAN
Colour Grey melange / Size M-3XL 

PILTON SHIRT
Colour Phantom green check / Size S-5XL 

Herculean
Sturdy shooting suit for difficult terrain. Herculean is designed for the rugged shooter who 
demands a lot of his clothing and gear. The suit is made from an extra robust material 
and features reinforced panels, hi-vis detailing so your fellow shooters can see you, and a 
waterproof and windproof SEETEX® membrane. 
The suit also features the Herculean gloves, which are lightweight, lined shooting gloves 
with anti-slip and elastic microfibre on the trigger finger for enhanced trigger sensitivity. 
The gloves have hi-vis detailing so your fellow shooters can see you, and a waterproof and 
windproof SEETEX® membrane to protect your fingers from wind and rain.

Herculean jacket / Colour Grizzly brown / Size 48-60 

Herculean trousers / Colour Grizzly brown / Size 48-60 
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Chester 
Classic check cotton shirt for shooting and every-
day wear. Chester has a chest pocket on the left 

and adjustable cuffs. 

Colour Frozen dew check & Asparagus green check /  
Size M-3XL 

Hammond 
Check cotton shirt that is ideal for both shooting and 
everyday wear. Hammond has a chest pocket on the 

left, button down collar and adjustable cuffs. 

Colour Inca gold check, Fall valley check & Pine check /  
Size M-3XL 

Rover 
Rover are simple, stylish and enzyme-washed for a raw look. 
They feature buffalo-leather reinforcements on the pockets, 
handy side pocket on the right thigh and the trousers have 
reinforced knees. Rover are hard-wearing and are ideal for 

both shooting and everyday wear. 

Stylish
& hard-wearing

Rover trousers / Colour Demitasse brown  
& Phantom green / Size 48-60 

Rover shorts / Colour Demitasse brown & Phantom green / 
Size 48-60 

Several colours available 
- see seeland.com

Several colours available 
- see seeland.com
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Moscus 
Sturdy, soft flannel shirt for shooting and leisure. 

Moscus is 100% cotton and has a strong fleece 
lining. Moscus is ideal as a mid-layer for cold peri-

ods, or as a jacket in dry transition periods.

Colour Mossy green check & Musk red check /  
Size M-3XL 
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/ DENMARK / 
Old Danish Pointer

HISTORY: The Old Danish Pointer is by far the most 
archetypal Danish gun dog. This breed has been close  
to dying out several times, but was rediscovered after 
the Second World War. 

POPULARITY: With 135 puppies born in 2015, Old Danish 
Pointer is relatively popular by Danish standards. It is 
by and large unknown outside Denmark. 

/ FRANCE /
Brittany Spaniel

HISTORY: France is a country with many different hunting traditi-
ons, and the range of hunting breeds to match. The Brittany Spa-
niel comes from Brittany in western France, where it has been 
known for many centuries. 

POPULARITY: The Brittany Spaniel is very common in France, 
where, in 2014, it was the second most common hunting breed. 

/ PORTUGAL /
Portuguese Podengo

HISTORY: The Podengo is Portugal's 
national dog, with a long history in 
the country that may go right back to 
Phoenician times. A very small, but 
fearless, gun dog. 

POPULARITY: Among the top-ten most 
popular breeds in Portugal, but relati-
vely unknown in most other European 
countries. 

Four legs on the map 
/ UK /

English Springer Spaniel 
HISTORY: Without wishing to offend the Welsh and the Scots,  
the English Springer Spaniel is the most characteristic British 
 gun dog. One of the world's oldest breeds, it is known as an 
outstanding flusher and for its mild temperament. 

POPULARITY: The third most popular gun dog, according to The 
Kennel Club in the UK. Although also popular in other countries, 
it has a very special status in the British Isles. 

MAP OF EUROPE. Which breed is the best gun dog? 
This is a question that is much debated among 
shooters. Some of the most popular shooting 
breeds, such as labrador and golden retriever,  
are popular throughout Europe. Yet fortunately, 
shooting is also full of history, culture and traditions, 
giving each country its own special profile. This also 
applies to gun dogs. We have reviewed the statistics 
to find some of the more characteristic dogs,  
which – if you encounter them while out shooting  
– will probably tell you where you are in the world.

Photo: Selma - Kennel Strong Point DK

Sources: Société Centrale Canine, The Kennel Club, 

the Swedish Kennel Club, and others. Photo: Shutterstock

w
oof!
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/ SWEDEN /
Swedish Elkhound

HISTORY: The Swedish Elkhound was first recog-
nised as a breed in 1946, even though it had been 
known for centuries in Jämtland – hence its Swe-
dish name "Jämthund". Here, it is also called the 
bear dog, since it is not even afraid of bears. 

POPULARITY: The Swedish Elkhound is the fourth 
most popular breed of dog in Sweden. It is also 
known in Norway and Finland, although it is not 
nearly as popular there.

 / NORWAY /
Norwegian Elkhound

HISTORY: The Norwegian Elkhound 
has been known far back in Norwegian 
history – perhaps right back to Viking 
times. Over the years, it has been used to 
hunt big game, even though it is rather 
smaller than the Swedish Elkhound.

POPULARITY: This dog is the third most 
popular breed in Norway, but is virtually 
unknown outside Norway. 

/ GERMANY /
German Wirehaired  

Pointer
HISTORY: Germany has given us gun 
dogs of many types and colours.  
The German Wirehaired Pointer is 
a relatively young breed, but is very 
dominant in Germany today. 

POPULARITY: The German Wirehaired 
Pointer is very popular throughout 
Europe, yet it is only in Germany that 
it ranks third in the list of most popu-
lar breeds.

/ ITALY /
Segugio maremmano

HISTORY: Even though there are very different hunting tradi-
tions in northern and southern Italy, the most characteristic 
Italian hunting breed is probably Segugio maremmano, from 

Tuscany, where it has been bred especially to hunt wild boar.

POPULARITY: It is among the ten most popular dog breeds in Italy, 
but relatively unknown elsewhere.

/ HUNGARY /
Vizsla

HISTORY: A Hungarian gun dog with 
a very long history. Has been close to 
dying out several times, as imported 
breeds became more wide-spread, but 
has now regained its popularity. A light-
ly-built pointer breed. 

POPULARITY: The fifth most popular dog 
breed in Hungary, but outside this coun-
try mostly popular among hunters.

/ RUSSIA /
East Siberian Laika

HISTORY: Besides being the 
name of the first dog in space, 
Laika is also the name of 
several breeds of indigenous 
Russian gun dogs – including 
the East Siberian Laika, which 
is one of the most popular. 

POPULARITY: Laikas are dedi-
cated gun dogs that are not 
always suitable as family dogs. 
They are mostly kept by hun-
ters and other lovers of the 
great outdoors. 

Photo: Claudi Thyrestrup

Kennel Härkila SWE 

w
oof!
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Extra warmth
for the upper body
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Canada 
Warm cotton jacket suitable for transition periods 
or as an insulating mid-layer during cold periods. 
Canada is a classic lumberjack’s jacket in check 

flannel with a hood and hand warmer  
pockets. The jacket has an airy Sherpa Fleece  

lining to retain body heat. 

Colour Winter moss check & Lumber check / Size S-3XL 

Glacier 
Sturdy knitwear in 100% lambswool. Lambswool’s 
temperature-regulating properties and insulating 
qualities, even when wet, make Glacier ideal as a 

mid-layer for shooting in cold weather. Glacier has 
a high collar and a YKK® zip on the front.

Glacier full zip cardigan / Colour Pine green melange  
& Grey melange / Size M-3XL 

Glacier half zip jersey / Colour Pine green melange  
& Grey melange / Size M-3XL 
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Scout 
Sturdy, warm fleece jacket with YKK® zip for both 
shooting and fishing. The Scout fleece jacket is 

made from thick, soft fibres that retain body heat 
and provide good insulation. The Scout fleece 
jacket is ideal for transition periods and as a  

mid-layer when the cold bites.

Colour Demitasse brown & Duffel green / Size M-3XL 

Trekking shirt / Colour Demitasse brown & Duffel green / 
Size M-3XL 

Trekking solid shirt / Colour Duffel green /  
Size M-3XL 

Trekking 
Stylish cotton shirt for active shooting, safaris and 
daily wear. Trekking is a lightweight shirt with extra 

large pockets on both sides. The basic model  
Trekking shirt is two-coloured, but there is also  

a single-colour Solid version.. 

Onto new 
terrain
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Must-haves
Dressed for any eventuality. 

T-SHIRT CAMO STAG / Bottle green melange / Size M-3XL 

T-SHIRT FADING STAG / Dark grey melange / Size M-3XL 

T-SHIRT FADING STAG / Bottle green melange / Size M-3XL 

T-SHIRT CAMO SEELAND / Bottle green melange / Size M-3XL 

HANLEY L/S SHIRT / Blue/Dark blue check / Size M-3XL 

MOSCUS SHIRT / Musk red check / Size M-3XL 

HAMMOND SHIRT / Inca gold check / Size M-3XL 

PILTON SHIRT / Faun brown check / Size S-5XL 
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“You’ll never regret  
a shot you don’t take.”

How did you get interested in shooting? 
"There's a longstanding shooting tradition in my family, and I was introduced 
to it via my father, uncles and grandfather. I was born and raised in Nørrebro, 
in the heart of Copenhagen, but my grandfather is from Northern Jutland and 
my family has kept up the tradition. When I was a boy, I learned how to pluck 
ducks and skin hares, which was pretty unusual in my neighbourhood."

What is the first shooting experience you remember? 
"I was out shooting ducks with my father. I clearly remember getting up in the 
morning and getting dressed in waterproof clothing. The scent of reeds and 
seaweed, and the special autumn smell you have in Denmark in September 
and October, are something you never forget, and that special smell always 
gives me the same feeling." 

Which type of shooting do you prefer?
"It's hard to say, since each type has its own special charm. But I have two 
dogs, springer spaniels, that I devote a lot of my time to. So any shooting using 
my dogs is naturally very special, since it involves teamwork between dog and 
shooter. I also use a rifle, and have just started with a bow, and I really enjoy 
everything about it." 

What is the best shooting advice you have been given? 
"You'll never regret a shot you don't take. I think it's very important not to take 
a chance you may come to regret. You may be disappointed that you lost the 
game because you were too cautious, but the feeling after a wrong shot is a 
hundred times worse." 

What is your best shooting experience? 
"I have two children who I hope I can get interested in shooting. My biggest 
shooting experience so far was last year, when I shot a summer deer while my 
children, who are aged eight and six, were out with me. It was hot, and we had 
a long walk to the tower. Then this deer appeared, which wasn't very big.  
They helped to find it and break it, which felt really right. I do a lot to make 
them understand that dead game is a natural thing. It's important to pass on 
your knowledge and experience about animals to your children." 

What would be your dream shoot?
"It's really something quite modest. I'd love to go to Scotland and shoot with 
a guy called David Lisset. I've met him once, and he's one of the world's best 
spaniel trainers. He can make a good dog out of any dog. I don't know how 
he does it, but he knows how dogs think, and there's something about his 
method that I really like." 

What is most important in terms of your gear and equipment?
"I shoot where a lot of things can get in the way, like branches, leaves and 
reeds, so it's important to have waterproof, durable clothing. It mustn't weigh 
too much either, since we do a lot of walking. The equipment has really 
improved in recent years, and good equipment can certainly give you a better 
shooting experience." 

Over several decades, Jakob Brøste has built up his shooting pro-
ficiency along lakes and watercourses, and in forests and thickets. 
He describes his best shooting experiences and the good shooting 
advice he has received. 

Name: Jakob BrøsteLives in: Solrød Strand, DenmarkAge: 37 Preferred shooting: All types of shooting, but especially using dogs.Preferred weapon: Shotgun: Beretta Silver Pigeon 687. Rifle: Blaser R93.
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North
The cold weather 

shooter
Insulating shooting clothes designed for optimum 

comfort on cold days and static shoots. 
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MELDON UNDERWEAR
Colour Phantom green / Size S-3XL 

ODELL JERSEY
Colour Faun brown melange / Size S-5XL 

ETON CAP
Colour Pine green / Size M-XXL 

Thurin
Insulating and hard-wearing shooting suit for cold-weather shooting. Thurin is made from 
strong canvas and features a waterproof and windproof SEETEX® membrane. The jacket is 
lined with airy and insulating high-pile Sherpa fleece that traps air and retains body heat. 
The trousers have thigh pockets, a knife pocket and shaped knees. Thurin offers great 
protection from the cold, rain and wind.

Thurin jacket / Colour Pine green / Size 48-60 

Thurin trousers / Colour Pine green / Size 48-60 
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Wetland for the wet
The Wetland range features the Realtree® MAX-4 camouflage pattern,  

whose 3D effect optimises the potential for hiding from flying game in wet  

areas. The range includes waders, bags, gloves, cap, overalls and jacket  

– everything you need to be properly clothed from head to toe.

1. WETLAND JACKET / Realtree® Max-4 / Size 46-58 

2. WETLAND OVERALLS / Realtree® Max-4 / Size 46-58 

3. WETLAND SOFTSHELL JACKET / Realtree® Max-4 / Size M-3XL 

4. WETLAND CAP / Realtree® Max-4 / Size One size 

5. WETLAND SOFTSHELL GLOVES / Realtree® Max-4 / Size M-XL 

6. WETLAND WADER 5MM 1200G / Realtree® Max-4 / Size 7-15 

7. ARGYLL WETLAND EQUIPMENT BAG / Black/Realtree® Max-4 / Size 25 L 

8. ALLROUND 18” 4MM / Realtree® Max-4 / Size 3-17 

9. ALLROUND HIP 32” 4MM / Realtree® Max-4 / Size 7-17 
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Seven of literature's 
greatest shooters
Shooting always makes a good story - from small shooting club anecdotes 
to unforgettable narratives. Here, we present seven of the greatest shoot-
ers in literature, for cosy winter reading, or to pass on to others, as proof 
that you know your classics. 

Hermann Löns
1866-1914

THE SHOOTER: Shooting was a natural theme 
for many German authors, but Hermann 
Löns is probably the greatest shooter in Ger-
man literature. His authorship is connected 
in particular with shooting on the Lüne-
burg Heath in northern Germany. Hermann 
Löns can also be credited with preserving the 
Small Munsterlander gun dog breed, at the 
start of the 20th century. Hermann Löns fell 
at Rheims in the First World War.

THE AUTHOR: Hermann Löns is still a very 
popular author in Germany today, and 
several hundred streets and a sports stadium 
are named after him. In the early 1900s, many 
of his books were translated into other Euro-
pean languages, but after the Second World 
War he was not very well-known outside  
Germany. 

Guy de Maupassant
1850-1893

THE SHOOTER: Guy de Maupassant was one of the 
great literary figures of 19th-century Paris. As a 
writer, he was preoccupied with nature, the land-
scape and, not least, shooting. Yet it is doubtful 
whether he went shooting very much himself.

THE AUTHOR: Guy de Maupassant was a very 
popular author, even during his lifetime, and 
both in France and abroad. Several other Euro-
pean shooters and authors, including Karen 
Blixen's father, Wilhelm Dinesen, were great 
admirers of Maupassant. His short stories with 
a shooting theme include "The Snipe" and "The 
Wolf ". 

Ivan Turgenev
1818-1883

THE SHOOTER: The Russian author Ivan Ser-
geyevich Turgenev was born into a family of 
Russian land-owners in Oryol, southwestern 
Russia. Shooting was a natural part of life 
here and in Kyrgyzstan, where his mother's 
family had a shooting estate. He was inspired 
especially by the local peasants' shooting life 
and traditions.

THE AUTHOR: As a writer, Turgenev is per-
haps less well-known than his contempo-
raries, Tolstoy and Dostoyevsky, but he is 
nonetheless a major author in Russian lite-
rature. One of his early works, a collection of 
short stories entitled "A shooter's Sketches", 
is also a lively account of 19th-century coun-
try life in Russia, especially for the peasant 
class. 

Sources: Professor Jørn Boisen & Birthe Hoffmann University of Copenhagen. Wikipedia. Photo: Shutterstock / Nick Fox

greatest shooters
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Ernest Hemingway
1899-1961 

THE SHOOTER: Ernest Hemingway was a 
shooter from childhood. From the age of 
four, his father took him hunting in northern 
Michigan. Hemingway was both a legendary 
big game shooter and a keen sports fisher-
man. While fishing off Key West in 1935, he 
shot himself in the leg with a Colt revolver 
that he had drawn to kill a large shark. The 
bullet was said to have stayed in his leg for 
the rest of his life. 

THE AUTHOR: Hemingway wrote some of 
the most famous descriptions of shooting in 
world literature. It is the subject of several of 
his works, of which the best known is pro-
bably "Green Hills of Africa", which describes 
big game shooting at the foot of Mount Kili-
manjaro in 1935. 

Edward of Norwich,  
second Duke of York
Around 1373-1415

THE SHOOTER: Shooting was both a pastime 
and an important resource in late Medieval 
England. Every class went shooting, although 
the best game was reserved for the King and 
the aristocracy. Edward of Norwich, grand-
son of Edward II, is known as the author of 
the first book on shooting in the English lan-
guage: "The Master of Game". It considers 
shooting from every aspect – from the social 
rituals to detailed descriptions of wild game.

THE AUTHOR: The book is a translation of the 
French "Livre de Chasse", but Edward wrote 
an additional four chapters on shooting in 
England. This 600-year-old book is still read 
today, and one later edition from 1904 has a 
foreword by Theodore Roosevelt. 

Karen Blixen
1885-1962

THE SHOOTER: The Danish author Karen Blixen was surrounded by shooters all her life – and 
was herself a skilled huntswoman. Her father wrote books about shooting, and her husband, 
Swedish Baron Bror Blixen-Finecke, and her lover, Denys Finch Hatton, were both professional 
shooters. In 1914, she got her first hunting rifle, a Mannlicher-Schönauer, and she is said to 
have shot 44 wild animals with the first 100 cartridges.

THE AUTHOR: Karen Blixen's shooting and her romance with big game shooter Denys Finch 
Hatton are unforgettably portrayed by the author herself in "Out of Africa", and in the 1985 
film starring Meryl Streep and Robert Redford. The shooting descriptions in "Shadows on the 
Grass" are also very famous, although she wrote her books long after leaving Africa, and her 
last shoot. 

Theodore Roosevelt
1858-1919

THE SHOOTER: Theodore Roosevelt, 26th Pre-
sident of the United States, was a passionate 
shooter throughout his life. As a child, he 
hunted in Maine, although the western USA 
was where he loved to shoot the most. The-
odore Roosevelt took a highly ethical appro-
ach to shooting and there is a famous story of 
how he spared an old black bear while shoo-
ting in Mississippi in 1902. This was carica-
tured in a drawing of the president with the 
bear – and is the origin of the iconic "Teddy 
Bear". He later said that nature conservation 
and the creation of 150 national parks were 
the results of his presidency (1901-1909) of 
which he was most proud. 

THE AUTHOR: "Hunting Trips of a Ranch-
man" from 1885 is his most famous depiction 
of shooting, and served as an inspiration to 
later authors such as Hemingway. 

greatest shooters
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1. OUTTHERE HAT / Pine green / Size M-XL 

2. OUTTHERE HAT / Realtree® Xtra / Size M-XL 

3. MELDON UNDERWEAR / Phantom green / Size S-3XL 

4. OUTTHERE MITTEN / Pine green / Size M-XXL 

5. THERMAL FLASK, ERASE XT / eraseXT™ Signal / Size 750 ml 

6. OPTIMIC ADVANCE / 8x42 

7. TREESTAND PAC II 12” / Dark brown / Size 7-15 

8. OUTRIDER SITTINGBAG / Pine green / Size One size 

9. FOLDING HIGH SEAT 

A cold day in the hide
When your clothing and gear are up to scratch, you can 

concentrate on the moment, and make a cold day in the 

hide into a great day in the hide. 
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“I’m fascinated by the idea  
of survival shooting”

When did you get interested in shooting?
“When I was a boy, I went shooting with my grandfather and other family 
members, but I was more into fishing. And for many years, I spent all my free 
time doing competitive sports. I got my shooting licence three years ago, and 
now I go out three or four times a week.”

What fascinates you most about shooting?
“It’s the unexpected. The things that happen are often those you least antici-
pate. And I’m fascinated by the idea of survival shooting. Obviously, catching 
my own food is not a necessity, but it still gives me a kick that it can be done.” 

What is the typical game in your local area?
“Wild boar and roe deer. The way it works in Germany is that the person buy-
ing the shooting rights pays for the shoot and for the damage that the wildlife 
causes to crops and gardens. So you can easily pay 6,000 euro for the shoot, 
but find that the wild boar have caused 10,000 euro of damage. Which makes 
it expensive to have sole responsibility for the shoot. So, there’s a handful of us 
that share it.”

What has been your greatest shooting experience?
“Last year I was out after wild boar when I spotted a deer with a really unu-
sual set of antlers. Because I had used up my deer quota, I took a picture of it 
through my sight and sent it to the person in charge of the shoot. 10 seconds 
later I got an answer back that I could just take it. So, sometimes, taking your 
smartphone along on the shoot can be a good idea.” 

How do you shoot wild boar?
“In Germany, it is prohibited to feed the wild boar, but you are allowed to put 
a handful of corn out. So that’s what we do, and then often sit in the tower 
for hours, waiting. I always enjoy being out in the wilds alone. But sometimes 
things come much easier. The last time I shot a wild boar I had actually gone 
out early in the morning to look for roe deer, and there was a boar standing 
there waiting when I reached the tower. I was home early that day.” 

What advice do you have about equipment?
“You don’t want clothes that make any noise. But style counts too – you want 
to look good. As concerns ear defenders, the use of sound moderators on 
weapons is now permitted in Bavaria. And this is a big benefit, since I use my 
hearing to locate the game and it’s a hassle to have to put earmuffs on when 
the target suddenly appears and you need to be ready to shoot.” 

What would be your dream shoot?
“I’m not a trophy shooter and I enjoy every single shoot here in my local area. 
But if I had to choose one, it would be chamois shooting in the Alps.”

What was your first weapon, and what do you use today?
“My first gun was an old repeating rifle, a Frankonia 98, that I got from a 
great-uncle. I wasn’t fond of it at all. Today, I have a Blaser R8. The Blaser is 
one of the best known German hunting rifles, and it suits me fine.”

Tobias Schmidt from Germany loves a solitary shoot, where 
patience and silence pay off. 

PHOTO: WILFRIED FEDER

Name: Tobias SchmidtLives in: Herrsching, Germany.Age: 37Preferred weapon: Blaser R8
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Active
The trekking shooter

Technical shooting clothes designed for high-intensity 

shoots, variable conditions and challenging terrain.
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Excur
Shooting suit for beating and flushing in dense terrain. Excur is a shooting suit featuring 
Realtree® camouflage with high-visibility detailing so your fellow shooters can easily see 
you. The suit is made from a soft, water-repellent, low-noise outer, with a waterproof and 
windproof SEETEX® membrane. The Excur jacket is also available with 70% of the jacket  
in Blaze Orange for ultimate visibility to your fellow shooters.

Excur jacket / Colour 30% Realtree® APB / Size 48-60 

Excur jacket / Colour 70% Realtree® APB / Size 48-60 

Excur trousers / Colour Realtree® Xtra / Size 48-60 

RANGER FLEECE
Colour Demitasse brown / Size M-3XL 

CAM L/S T-SHIRT
Colour Realtree® Xtra green / Size M-3XL 

EXCUR JACKET 
Colour 70% Realtree® APB / Size 48-60 
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Good fit & 
ease of movement
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Prevail
The Prevail range includes three variants of flexible and hard-wearing hunting trou-
sers. They have a water-repellent DWR coating, an elasticated waist and stretch panels 
at the rear and on the knees for maximum freedom of movement. 

Prevail is available as Basic, Vent and Frontier. Basic is the standard model in the 
range, and is ideal for all-round hunting. Vent has effective zip vents for hot days and 
long hunts. Frontier has both zip vents and a waterproof and windproof SEETEX® 
membrane.

Prevail Basic trousers / Colour Grizzly brown & Beech / Size 48-60 

Prevail Vent trousers / Colour Grizzly brown & Beech / Size 48-60 

Prevail Frontier trousers / Colour Grizzly brown & Beech / Size 48-60 
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PREVAIL BASIC 

PREVAIL VENT 
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All about 

elk shooting 
in Sweden

This is one of the major classical  
shooting experiences in Sweden. The elk 
is the world's largest deer and naturally 
the jewel in the crown of deer shooting. 
For many shooters, Sweden, with its very 
healthy and well-regulated stock, is the 
number-one place to go elk shooting. 

Annually, around 100,000 elk are shot in 
Sweden – and this level has been stable 
since the 1980s. For Swedish shooters,  
elk shooting is an annual tradition and  
a skill that is often passed down from  

one generation to the next.

One shooter who is familiar with elk  
shooting from childhood is Kent Andersson 
from Boalt, on the border between the two 

Swedish counties of Skåne and Halland. 
Here are his ten top tips on elk shooting, 

from an experienced Swedish shooter  
to a new beginner.

Photo: Shutterstock

Elk shooting
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Three important links:

JAGAREFORBUNDET.SE 
The Swedish Hunting Association 
can arrange contact with the local 
shooting associations. 
Languages: Swedish and English

SWEDISHEPA.SE/ENJOYING- 
NATURE/HUNTING/HUNTING-PERMIT 
Here, you can buy a Swedish shooting 
licence, which you must carry with you when 
shooting in Sweden. 
Languages: Swedish and English

SVERIGESALGPARKER.SE
Here is an overview of Sweden’s 
elk parks.
Languages: Swedish, German and 
English

What is your key advice?
"My best advice to a new beginner 
is to take the opportunity to visit an 
elk park. The most common mis-
take made by foreign shooters is to 
shoot the wrong animal. In an elk 
park, you can learn to spot the dif-
ference between an elk heifer and 
an elk cow (you must always make 
sure that she does not have a calf). 
There's a big difference, but it takes 
experience to see it from a distance 
in all weather conditions." 

When is the best time of year?
"The elk shooting season begins 
first in northern Sweden, and some-
what later in southern Sweden. Per-
sonally, I prefer to go elk shooting 
at the beginning of the season in 
September. The weather is still fine, 
and the colours and scents in the 
forest are really amazing." 

Why does the elk shooting  
season start at different times in 
northern and southern Sweden?
"In northern Sweden, elk shoot-
ing begins before the bulls start 
rutting. After the mating season, 
in October, there may be a lot of 
snow, which makes conditions very 
tough. In southern Sweden, the elk 
shooting season always begins on 
the second Monday of October." 

Where is the classical place  
for elk shooting in Sweden?
"For many Swedes, Jämtland is the 
best place for elk shooting. In Jämt-
land you will find the largest elk 
bulls, and everyone dreams of bag-
ging a large elk bull."
 
How do you go about  
arranging a shoot? 
"I recommend finding an experi-
enced Swedish shooting club or 
shoot operator. I myself prefer to 
bring dogs when at a shoot."

What are  
the requirements to shoot elk?
"You have to pass an elk test, which 
you can take in Sweden or abroad 
– and naturally you need a valid 
shooting licence. Otherwise the 
most important thing is to know 
your own limitations as a shooter."

How much time  
should you spend?
"You should not schedule less than 
a week for elk shooting in northern 
Sweden. Preferably ten days, as it 
takes a few days to get up there. The 
distances are vast, so everything 
takes a bit longer. In southern Swe-
den it's a bit different, and it's more 
common to hold an elk shoot over 
the weekend." 

What is the most  
important equipment?
"Definitely the radio, since it's vital 
to be in contact with the other 
shooters, so you know where the 
game is, and how the shoot is pro-
gressing." 

What about clothing? 
"Many people from elsewhere in 
Europe are surprised at how quickly 
the weather can change in north-
ern Sweden. In September, it can be 
15-20°C, quickly followed by snow. 
So you should always have warm 
thermal garments for an elk shoot. 
I also recommend signal vests and 
orange caps in the forest in the elk 
season to make sure other shooters 
see you."

Which weapon do you need?
"For elk shooting in Sweden, you 
need what we call class 1 weap-
ons. This means a bullet weight of 
9 or 10 grammes, and an impact 
energy at 100 metres of 2,700 or 
2,000 joules, respectively. It's not 
so important whether you use tel-
escopic sights, red dot, or other 
sights. You should use what you're 
accustomed to and comfortable 
with." 

Elk shooting
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The essential shooter
Clothes maketh the shooter. Whether out shooting,  

or just out and about. 

1. CANADA JACKET / Winter moss check / Size S-3XL 

2. WOODCOCK FLAT CAP / Shaded olive / Size 55-61 

3. GLACIER HALF ZIP JERSEY / Grey melange / Size M-3XL 

4. GRIZZLY PAC 10” / Dark brown / Size 7-15 

5. VICK SHIRT / Spicy red check / Size M-3XL 

6. ROVER TROUSERS / Demitasse brown / Size 48-60 

7. T-SHIRT FADING STAG / Bottle green melange / Size M-3XL 

8. T-SHIRT FADING STAG / Dark grey melange / Size M-3XL 

9. MOEL BELT / Brown / Size 90-120 

10. WALDEN BELT / Buckthorn brown / Size 90-120 

JURA DUFFELBAG IN HEAVY DUTY NYLON / 75 L / 
Size 75 x 35 x 35 cm 

All kitted out and packed ready to go
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Redwood 
Sturdy flannel shirt for shooting and leisure.  

Redwood is a hard-wearing shirt with a mesh- 
ventilated back, press studs and adjustable cuffs. 

Colour Lumber check / Size M-3XL 

Ranger 
Warm and lightweight fleece jacket in 4-way stretch material, 

offering a unique level of comfort. The fibres in the Ranger fleece 
jacket are tightly woven and brushed on the inside. The smooth 

outer makes it easy to layer a shell jacket on top, while the 
brushed inner retains air and body heat. The Ranger fleece jacket 

is ideal as a sweater or as a mid-layer in colder weather. 

Colour Demitasse brown & Duffel green / Size M-3XL 

Timber 
Technical shirt in a classic check, suitable for 

shooting and everyday wear. Timber is a light-
weight shirt in a quick-drying stretch material with 
mesh ventilation in the back. Timber is especially 

good for active shooting, where moisture and 
heat need to be conducted away from the body.

Colour Winter moss check / Size M-3XL 
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“Shooting is in our DNA.”

How did you get interested in shooting?
“I grew up with shooting, because my family are gunsmiths. My grandfa-
ther founded the Chapuis Armes company, which my father took over as 
a young man. So shooting is in our DNA. In France, shooting has a unique 
status. Here, everyone is involved in either shooting or fishing. When I was 
growing up, there were two million registered shooters in France. Which 
says something about its special status here. And its huge presence, in a 
way you don’t see elsewhere in Europe.” 

What kinds of weapons do you make?
“We make very personalised firearms, where we go to great lengths to find 
the choicest walnut wood and do the finest engravings on the metal parts. 
But equally, we’re also focused on technical details, to increase precision.”

What type of shooting did you start with?
“I started out, as a teenager, shooting duck and pigeon. I was well into my 
mid-twenties before I shot my first wild boar. But today, for me, like for 
many of my compatriots, it’s mostly about wild boar. Nowadays, I travel to 
Eastern Europe two or three times a year. And I always hope to bring home 
a better trophy each time. I already have quite a few trophies, but you’re 
always on the look-out for one a bit bigger and a bit better.” 

What’s your greatest shooting experience? 
“My best experience must be when I shot my best trophy boar. It was a 
driven shoot with dogs in Belarus. I was suddenly faced with this massive 
boar, which I felled with a perfect shot. It weighed 150 kilos.” 

What would be your dream shoot?
“I’ve always dreamed of going game shooting in Africa. Africa is unique. 
I’ve hunted a good deal in Eastern Europe and, ultimately, it’s very similar 
to our own countryside and wildlife – maybe just with a bit more space. 
Africa is just completely unlike anywhere else. So all that’s holding me 
back right now is time and money. But I also dream of going to the Alps to 
shoot a chamois. That’s a good bit closer to home.” 

What is the most fascinating thing about shooting?
“I suppose it’s the power of deciding whether to pull the trigger or not. The 
process by which you learn to wait for the exact right moment. If you don’t 
learn to wait, you’ll just get worse and worse over time.” 

What comments would you make  
about the choice of rifle and ammunition?
“The main thing is to have the correct calibre for the sort of shooting you 
are doing. If you want to run a marathon, you can’t do it without the right 
shoes. And you need to get to know your rifle, which you can only do by 
constant practice.” 

Is there anything else you see as particularly important? 
“One innovation in recent years, which I think is very useful, is the laser 
rangefinder. It’s very good to know exactly how far away your target is.”

When shooting for wild boar in Europe, Vincent Chapuis from France packs three 
generations of experience with his rifle. He dreams of a big safari in Africa.

FOTO: JON RUNAR GUDJONSSON

Name: Vincent ChapuisLives in: Saint-Bonnet-le-ChâteauAge: 47 Preferred shooting: Wild boar – in France and Eastern EuropePreferred weapon: Rifles from Chapuis Armes
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Lady
For women only

Shooting clothes with a feminine cut,  

designed specially for female shooters.

lady
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Skeet Lady 
Shooting gilet with well-designed shaping for  

optimum freedom of movement. The Skeet Lady 
waistcoat has flexible shoulders, large cartridge 
pockets and many other details that let you just 
focus on your clays. The waistcoat's large mesh 
panels make it lightweight and ventilated, and 

there is room for shock-absorbing gel pads  
in the shoulders. 

Colour Black bean / Size XS-XXL 

Polar Lady
Insulating and silent shooting suit with a non-reflective  

surface. Polar Lady is for shooting in the very coldest weather. 
With its warm Thinsulate™ lining and waterproof and windproof 

SEETEX® membrane, Polar Lady provides effective protection 
against wind, wet and cold.

Polar Lady jacket / Colour Pine green / Size 36-46 

Polar Lady trousers / Colour Pine green / Size 36-46 

lady
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Glyn Lady
Warm, insulating shooting suit for static shoots in the biting cold. 
The suit has a waterproof and windproof SEETEX® membrane and 
is lined with the latest Thinsulate™ technology, which is thinner, 
warmer and lighter. Glyn Lady keeps the heat in and the rain  
and wind out. 

Glyn Lady jacket / Colour Faun brown / Size 36-46 

Glyn Lady trousers / Colour Faun brown / Size 36-46 

lady
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Prevail Frontier 
Lady 

Flexible and hard-wearing shooting trousers with water-repellent 
DWR treatment. The Prevail trousers have an elasticated waist 
and stretch panels at the rear and on the knees for maximum 

freedom of movement. Frontier is the top-of-the-range  
Prevail model and is equipped with zip ventilation behind  

the thigh pockets and waterproof and windproof  
SEETEX® membrane.

Colour Grizzly brown & Beech / Size 36-46 

Beatrice Lady 
Form-fitting, 100% cotton lady’s shirt. Beatrice  
is decorated with an embroidered snipe, has 

adjustable cuffs and is suitable as both shooting  
and leisure wear. 

Colour Anemone check & Primrose check / Size S-XXL 

Style & 
comfort

lady
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A shooting heritage
Three generations going out shooting together is pretty extra-

ordinary. In the Knibbs family in England's Warwickshire, it’s 
bound up with a lifestyle and attitude towards nature that 

gets passed down from one generation to the next. 

BY MICHAEL RACHLIN

PHOTO: RICHARD FAULKS

Three generations of shooters
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M ark Knibbs was no more than four years old when he was 
allowed to go shooting with his father and older brother. 
Mark tried to keep up, to keep quiet and, above all, to avoid 

any false moves with the empty single-barrelled gun.
"If I was good and didn't do anything wrong, I was allowed to shoot live 

ammunition at a mound of earth or a piece of wood when the shoot was 
over. This is the proper way to learn about handling a weapon, respect 
and safety", believes Mark Knibbs from Shustoke in Warwickshire.

We are quite literally in the heart of England. The country's geographi-
cal centre – the point that is furthest from the coast – is a few kilometres 
away. The landscape is unmistakably English, with country houses in 
red sandstone, drystone walls and ancient oaks. Familiar – even to many 
foreigners. Because one can imagine Miss Marple sleuthing around the 
streets, a Jane Austen heroine taking the air, or – for those with children – 
Wallace and Gromit out in their Austin A35, shooting rabbits.

And above all, this is shooting country. With healthy populations of roe 
deer, fallow deer and muntjac, and pigeons and pheasants in abundance, 
shooting has always been part of the annual cycle. And for Mark, his trip 
in the woods was the start of a lifelong relationship with shooting – as a 
hobby and as a business. 

"My father was in the shooting business for 50 years, so we grew up with 
it. And as soon as my brother and I were old enough to go cycling, we 
were out fishing, shooting air guns or even setting out hare traps. I was 
around six years old when I shot my first pheasant", he recounts. 

A PASSION FOR OLD FIREARMS Today, Mark Knibbs has a gun shop, 
The Countrystore, renowned for its expertise and huge range of spares for 
firearms. The attitude to shooting is also evident when it comes to equip-
ment; there is a history and a quality that can be passed down from one 
generation to the next. 

This is why The Countrystore is a place to find spares for guns that are 
more than 100 years old. At the forefront of these are BSA, for which The 
Countrystore has spares going back to 1904. Spares are also available 
from 1923 for the British Webley revolver. 

”Shooting can be a very solitary 
sport, but it can also be a highly 
sociable activity. It all depends  

on what you put into it.

What do you shoot with?
"I prefer a Browning shotgun. I previously 
won the .410 World Championships, but 

sadly I don't have time to compete at this 
level any more. The rifle in the photo is a 
BSA CF2, which was my first hunting rifle. 
Otherwise, I prefer the Finnish Sako rifle".

There is plenty of wildlife to see in Warwickshire  

- not least the large populations of hoofed game.

Three generations of shooters
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Mark’s father, John Knibbs, has even become 
BSA's official historian, having written three 
books about this famous English firm. 

EXPERTISE AND TRADITION Keeping the 
tradition going is of course about much more 
than just guns. For generations, members of 
the Knibbs family have lived within a radius of 
10 miles or less, and this is also a story about 
nature, the landscape, wildlife and the quintes-
sence of the English rural lifestyle. 

Mark believes that tradition and upbringing 
also leave traces in the way he shoots today. 

"In addition to all that I got from my family, I 
trained as a gamekeeper. This has given me a dif-
ferent perspective than just turning up on the 
day and shooting a couple of pheasants. You 
learn so much about the plants and trees that 
conceal you. And you learn to admire the people 
who work to make the shoot a success. The more 
you know about the landscape, the better your 
experience will be. It’s easy to pull the trigger but 
what makes you a shooter is something very dif-
ferent", he explains.

"Many people today get their shooting licence 
relatively easily, and go out with scarcely any 
training or knowledge about their surroundings. 

Three generations of hunters  

and two generations of hunting dogs on the move.

”Shooting can be a very 
solitary sport, but it can 
also be a highly sociable 
activity. It all depends on 

what you put into it. 
The more you know about 
the landscape, the better 
your experience will be.

three generations of shooters
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In Germany and Scandinavia, getting a shoot-
ing licence is a bit harder and you don't only 
have to know about game, but rather all the flora 
and fauna. You need to understand the natural 
rhythm, landscape and history of what you are 
shooting or catching. And that’s what I’m pass-
ing on to my son", says Mark, whose 13-year-old 
son, Jonathan, already has several years' shoot-
ing experience and is also on the list of employ-
ees and experts on the company's website, 
together with gundog Millie. Millie and Molly are 
the family's two English springer spaniels. Aged 
12, Millie is heading towards retirement, while 
18 month-old Molly is poised to take over. 

AMAZING FAMILY ACTIVITY So there are 
three generations of shooters and two four- 
legged generations out shooting in the fields 
around Shustoke.

"This is an amazing sport to pursue in the com-
pany of friends or family. Shooting can be a very 
solitary sport, but it can also be a highly sociable 
activity. It all depends on what you put into it. 
But my recommendation is to share it with your 
family. It's a wonderful gateway into a world of 
nature, culture and history", says Mark.

Whether Jonathan, who's only 13, will end up 
taking over the family business is too early to 
say. But there's no doubt that he's already an 
experienced shooter and angler. 

"He was around four when he went out with 
his little toy gun. And then he went on to sit-
ting with me in a pigeon hide with a single-bar-
relled .410 calibre shotgun. I have been very 
careful to ensure that when he shoots a pigeon 
or a hare that he plucks or skins it himself. And 
that he also cooks and eats it himself. This is so 
we understand why we go shooting and where 
our food comes from", says Mark, who proudly 
recounts that Jonathan has just won a "master 
chef" competition with a dish made from a cut 
of Sika deer.

Of course, English country life demands a Land Rover. Anything else would be unthinkable.

Jonathan’s first hunt was nearly a decade ago.

three generations of shooters
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Kids
For future shooters

Shooting clothes developed specially to let young 

shooters enjoy their day out.

kids
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Yukon Kids 
Warm, robust, high-visibility child’s waistcoat.  

Its lining makes Yukon an ideal choice for keeping 
the body warm in the cold outdoors. It features 

Realtree® camouflage in Orange Blaze, for  
maximum visibility to other shooters. 

Colour Realtree® APB / Size 4-16 

Excur Kids
A shooting suit that provides young shooters with maximum 
comfort and safety. Excur are durable shooting clothes featur-
ing Realtree® camouflage in Orange Blaze, so your fellow shoot-
ers can see you. The suit is made from a soft, low-noise outer, 
with a waterproof and windproof SEETEX® membrane. 

Excur Kids jacket 70% / Colour Realtree® APB / Size 4-16 

Excur Kids trousers / Colour Realtree® APB / Size 4-16 

kids
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Footwear 
The shooter's  

ground grip 
Shooting boots designed to keep your feet dry  

and comfortable all through the shoot.

footw
ear
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Estate Vibram® 18’’ breathable 
Rubber boots in natural rubber. The boot has an adjustable gusset on 
the leg and Vibram® soles for better grip. Estate Breathable sets itself 
apart from other boots in the Estate series with its Seeland bamboo air™ 
lining, which allows air to circulate around the boot, making it tempera-
ture-regulating.

Colour Dark green / Size 4-15 

Treestand Pac II 12” 
Lightweight, highly insulating pac boots. They are lined with Thinsulate™ 
Ultra, which insulate down to -70°C, and the foot of the boot is moulded 
from lightweight EVA, making the whole boot incredibly light. Treestand 
Pac II 12” is the boot for hunting in the coldest conditions. 

Colour Dark brown / Size 7-15 
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Estate Vibram® 
Rubber boots in natural rubber with 5 mm Seeland Diamond™ lining 
and Vibram® soles for better grip. Estate is an all-round rubber boot, 
equipped with a full-length YKK® side zip or adjustable gusset. 
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Estate Vibram® 18” 5mm / Colour Dark green / Size 7-15 

Estate Vibram® 18” 5mm side-zip / Colour Dark green / Size 4-15 

Estate Lady Vibram® 16” 5mm / Colour Dark green / Size 6-12 

footw
ear
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Countrylife
Rubber boots in vulcanised rubber. Countrylife is designed for a long day 
in the field. The boots have shock-absorbing Seeland Shock-eliminator™ 
insoles and Seeland Diamond™ lining, for extra durability, comfort and  
insulation. 
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Countrylife Lady 10” CS / Colour Olive / Size 5-12 

Countrylife Lady 10" CS 
Handmade rubber boot in 100 % natural rubber. It has an adjustable 
gusset to keep water from dripping down your trousers into the boots, 
and the anatomical fit footbeds keep your feet comfortable and stable 
when walking in challenging terrain.

Countrylife 17” 3.5mm / Colour Dark brown / Size 3-15 

Countrylife 18” 3.5mm / Colour Dark green / Size 3-17 

Countrylife 17” 3.5mm side-zip / Colour Dark green / Size 3-15 

Field
Rubber boots in natural rubber, with adjustable gusset for  
a snug fit. Field has anatomical soles providing comfort and  
stability in demanding terrain. 
Also available with hard-wearing 4 mm Seeland Diamond fleece  
lining for optimum fit and comfort.

Field 17” / Colour Olive / Size 3-17 

Field 17” 4mm / Colour Olive / Size 3-17 

footw
ear
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Woodcock
Rubber boots in natural rubber. The boots have a 5 mm Seeland  
Diamond™ neoprene lining, which is more durable and comfortable 
than a conventional lining. The integrated glass-fibre arch and ana-
tomical soles provide comfort and stability in demanding terrain.

Woodcock AT+™ 18” 5mm / Colour Dark green / Size 3-17 

Woodcock AT+™ Lady 16” 5mm / Colour Dark brown / Size 5-12 

Agri
Hard-wearing rubber boot, with an aggressive tread, making it 
ideal for hard use. Agri uses a special rubber compound that 
withstands the low pH values found in stables. 

Agri 12” SD / Colour Dark green / Size 3-17 

Agri 16” SD 4mm / Colour Dark green / Size 3-17 
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There is plenty 
of food in a 

goose, and per-
haps even more 

than you would 
think. We asked 

the Danish chef 
Esben Grundtvig to 

create some recipes 
that use every bit of 

the goose. He used 
a greylag goose, shot 

on Falster in southern 
Denmark. 

Esben Grundtvig

Esben Grundtvig is one half of the Copenhagen food concept,  
Rødder (Roots), which he runs with Solfinn Danielsen. Rødder is 

not a traditional restaurant, but holds pop-up events, primarily on 
the Danish restaurant scene. Rødder focuses on local ingredients 
and natural wines. They mainly work with meat from small-scale 

producers and farms, preferably organic or free-range, with, natu-
rally, game, as a sustainable alternative. These recipes have been 
created especially for Seeland, to make the most of your goose,  

if you manage to bag one this autumn. 

From 

beak 
to tail

PHOTO: CHRIS TONNESEN

goose
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Inspired by Coq au Vin – the classic rustic French dish.  
The perfect dish to welcome the autumn. 

Goose in wine

GOOSE IN WINE WITH BACON, ROOT VEGETABLES, 

KALE AND CREAMED CELERIAC

Goose thighs and drumsticks
200 g kale
2 carrots
2 parsnips
2 garlic cloves
2 onions
100 g bacon
1 bottle of red wine
2 dl goose stock 
Bay leaf
Water
1 dl flour
100 g butter
Apple cider vinegar
Salt and pepper

CREAMED CELERIAC

1 celeriac
100 g butter
A little apple cider vinegar
Salt and pepper
A few herbs, such as chervil or Garden nasturtium

Start with the creamed celeriac, which you can 
make the day before. Peel the celeriac and cut it 
into smaller pieces. Cook/steam on low heat, with 
the pan lid on, in butter, a little apple cider vinegar 
and a few drops of water for around 45 minutes -1 
hour until soft. Season with salt and pepper. Blend 
into a smooth purée, adding a little cold butter if 
necessary. Season with salt, pepper, and possibly a 
drop of vinegar.

Season the goose thighs and drumsticks well with 
salt and pepper. Brown them in a pan and then 
put to one side. Cut up the onions into chunks 
and brown. Add the chopped garlic. Put the goose 
thighs and drumsticks back in the pan and then 
add the stock and red wine. Add the bay leaf and 
thyme and leave to simmer for around four hours 
until the goose is very tender. Add a little more 
stock or wine if necessary. Then remove the goose 
thighs and drumsticks and reduce the stock until 
it has a good strong flavour. Wash and pluck the 
kale and cut the parsnips and carrots into pieces. 
Bake the root vegetables in the oven at 250°C for 
8-10 minutes, with a little oil, salt and pepper. Fry 
the bacon until crisp. Make a roux with butter and 
flour, whisking well until it begins to brown in the 
pan. Add the hot broth/stock from the goose and 
allow the sauce to thicken. Transfer the goose and 
root vegetables back to the pan and heat up tho-
roughly. Fry the plucked kale quickly in a little oil 
in a pan.

See guide to carving  
at seeland.com

Stock for  
a wonderful sauce 

The carcass is full of flavour, perfect to boil 
up a good stock using the full carcass and 
neck. This stock is used in a few of the other 
recipes here – but can naturally also be 
used as the base for a good sauce. 

GOOSE STOCK
1 goose carcass and neck
2 onions
2 carrots
1 sprig of thyme
3 juniper berries
Bay leaf
Half a bottle of red wine
1 dl apple cider vinegar
Water

Cut up the carcass into smaller pieces and 
brown well in a heavy-bottomed pan or in 
the oven at 250°C, together with the neck. 
Add a couple of onions and a carrot, brown-
ing them well too. Pour in 1 dl of apple cider 
vinegar and the half bottle of red wine and 
leave on the boil for a few minutes. Then 
add water to cover. Boil up and skim off fat 
and impurities. Add a small handful of pep-
percorns, bay leaf and thyme. Leave to sim-
mer for around five hours until the stock 
has reduced well. Skim off the fat at regular 
intervals. Strain off the vegetables and car-
cass. Continue to reduce the stock until it has 
a good, strong flavour. Now you have a good 
base for a wonderful sauce. Can be frozen in 
smaller portions. 

goose



Goose breast with seasonal accompaniments
Blackcurrants and beetroot. The taste of late summer 
condensed into a simple, tasty dish. 

ROAST GOOSE BREAST WITH HONEY-GLAZED BEETS, 
CREAMED CELERIAC, STOCK AND BLACKCURRANTS.

2 goose breasts
4 beetroots
75-100 g blackcurrants
50 g sugar
2 tbsp honey
2 tbsp apple cider vinegar
1 cabbage – e.g. red oxheart cabbage
Red cabbage leaves or other herbs
Butter for frying
2-3 dl goose stock (see recipe above) 
50 g butter

Cook the beetroot in water until tender. The peel off the 
skin and cut into halves or quarters, depending on their 
size. Scatter sugar on the blackcurrants and leave to stand 
for at least an hour. Wash the oxheart cabbage and divide 
it into 4-6 pieces. Season the goose breasts with salt and 
pepper and brown them in oil, skin side down, until they 
are golden brown. Then flip them over and fry for one min-
ute on the other side. Roast them in the oven at 180°C for 
around 25 minutes. Leave the goose breasts to rest (mini-
mum 15-20 minutes) while you prepare the other ingredi-
ents. Heat the apple cider vinegar and honey in a saucepan 
and glaze the beetroots. Fry the oxheart cabbage in butter 
in a pan. Boil up the stock and whisk in the butter. 

The heart and the liver are really tasty with a little vinegar, 
salt and pepper. Here served with two sorts of carrot. 

GOOSE HEART AND LIVER WITH BRAISED CARROTS  
AND CARROT PURÉE. SERVES FOUR.

Giblets:
100 g goose heart and liver
A little butter
Apple cider vinegar
Salt + pepper

Carrot purée:
400 g carrots
100 g butter
Apple cider vinegar
Salt
Pepper

Braised carrots:
2 carrots
100 g butter
Apple cider vinegar
Salt 
Pepper

Start with the carrot purée, which you can make a day or two in 
advance. Peel the carrots and chop finely. Cook/steam on low 
heat, with the pan lid on, in butter, a little apple cider vinegar 
and a few drops of water for around 45 minutes -1 hour until 
soft. Season with salt and pepper. Blend the carrots, adding a 
little cold butter if necessary, into a smooth purée. Season with 
salt, pepper, and possibly a drop of vinegar. Trim the giblets of 
sinews and membranes and chop finely. Put to one side until 
just before serving. For the braised carrots, chop them length-
wise. Brown them in a little butter on the flat side and then 
braise on a low heat for around 10 minutes. Add a little apple 
cider vinegar, season with salt and pepper and cook off the vine-
gar. Just before serving, fry the giblets in a pan on a high heat for 
a few minutes. Season again with apple cider vinegar, salt and 
pepper. Warm the purée on a low heat in a saucepan.

Offal with two versions of carrot
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6.

7.

8.

9.

9. OUTTHERE HAT / Realtree® APS / Size M-XL 

Prepared for the cold? 
The shoot can seem interminable if you are  

suffering with cold hands and head.

1. ETON CAP / Pine green / Size M-XXL 

2. CADEN FLAT CAP / Phantom green / Size 57-61 

3. CREW BEANIE HAT / Grizzly brown / Size One size 

4. CREW BEANIE HAT / Leafy green / Size One size 

5. CONLEY FLEECE BALACLAVA / Realtree® Xtra green / Size One size 

6. HERCULEAN GLOVES / Grizzly brown / Size M-XL 

7. MARSH GLOVES / Shaded olive / Size M-XXL 

8. CONLEY FLEECE GLOVES / Realtree® Xtra green / Size M-XL 

Offal with two versions of carrot
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Hardware
Gear that makes  

a difference
Accessories developed for shooters and shooting  

– the little details that make all the difference.

hardware
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Neoprene sound 
moderator cover 

Sound moderator cover in 5 mm stretch neop-
rene with laminated stitching. The cover is 30 

cm long and can be shortened. It is suitable for 
moderators with a diameter of between 40 and 
55 mm. Available in both black and camouflage.

Colour Black 

Colour Camo 

Rifle case 
Durable rifle case in hard, dual-layer plastic. The rifle case can be locked  

with a padlock (not supplied) and is lined with three layers of foam, which 
effectively protects your weapon: flat and cubed foam in the base and  

eggcrate foam in the lid. The case is approved for carriage by air.  
Weight: 3.5 kg Dimensions: 124 x 28 x 10 cm.

Colour Olive 

Neoprene stock comb raiser 
Stock comb raiser in 3 mm stretch neoprene with 

laminated stitching for durability. In addition to 
the sewn-in heightener, the stock comb raiser has 

three further height settings of 1, 1.5 and 2 cm. 

Neoprene stock extender 
Stock extender in 3 mm stretch neoprene with 

laminated stitching for durability. The stock exten-
der has three extension settings: 1, 1.5 and 2 cm.

Colour Black / Size ø26 mm, ø30 mm, ø36 mm, ø42 
mm, ø47 mm, ø51 mm, ø57 mm, ø61 mm & ø64 mm 

Colour Black 
Colour Black

Lens protector 
Lens protector with covers that flip up in a single 

movement. The lens protector is easy to fit to 
both scopes and binoculars, and keeps dirt and 

moisture off the lenses.

hardware
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CAZA Y TRADICION
instagram.com/cazaytradicion
Followers: Around 20,000 
A Spanish profile with focus on shooting tradi-
tions, wild boar and shooting in the mountains 
of central Spain, but also a platform for the 
more amusing and quirky images. 

WILD CABINS
instagram.com/wildcabins
Followers: Around 37,000 
Do you dream of having the perfect shoo-
ting-hideaway deep in the heart of the country-
side? Wild Cabins, a profile dedicated to cabins, 
will keep your dreams alive.

THE NOISY PLUME 
instagram.com/thenoisyplume
Followers: Around 34,000 
Jillian Lukiwski is Canadian woman living in 
Idaho. She is a silversmith, photographer and 
author, but clearly also a dedicated shooter with 
a fantastic eye for the poetic aspects of shooting. 

THE NORDIC HUNTER
instagram.com/nordichunter
Followers: Around 19,000
The Nordic Hunter is a Swedish shooting store 
whose Instagram profile is also worth follow-
ing outside the Nordic region. Lots of equipment 
and pictures of classical Nordic animals such as 
elk, fox and bear. 

1 3

2
4

10
shooters 

to follow on Instagram
The perfect shot does not always involve powder or lead.  

Shooting is a visual experience, and Instagram is the ultimate 
visual social media. Here are ten different Instagram profiles 

worth following for a shooter.
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INSTACHASSE
instagram.com/instachasse
Followers: Around 16,000 
A skilled French shooter, Guillaume, who has 
been shooting from the age of 16. Guillaume 
set up this account due to the lack of focus on 
the aesthetic aspect of images depicting shoo-
ting. He includes a lot of wild boar – since this is 
France, after all. 

TRUE EXCITEMENT 
instagram.com/trueexcitement
Followers: Around 4,500 
A very personal Instagram profile by a Norwe-
gian shooter and fly fisherman, who is also 
a skilled photographer with a special eye for 
colours and light in the countryside.

AMERICAN NATIONAL PARKS
instagram.com/usinterior/
Followers: Around 970,000 
This is the official Instagram account of the Uni-
ted States Department of the Interior, which 
administers national parks and other nature 
reserves. Most of these are off-limits to shooters, 
but it is permitted to get inspiration for some 
great nature experiences here. 

MARTE EMILIE 
instagram.com/marteemilien
Followers: Around 7,500 
21-year-old Norwegian Marte-Emilie Rustad is 
a dedicated shooter with a good eye for every 
type of shooting. A very personal profile that has 
drawn a big following in Norway. 

DEER.HUNTER
instagram.com/deer.hunter
Followers: Around 7,000 
As the name indicates, this is the profile for any-
one with a special interest in wild deer: elk, red 
deer, roe deer and many other deer species. Wild 
boar, ibex or fox may also sometimes be featured. 

DUCKSUNLIMITED
instagram.com/ducksunlimitedinc
Followers: Around 263,000
In the USA, some of the largest environmental 
organisations also represent shooters. One of 
these is Ducks Unlimited, which works to pre-
serve wetlands for ducks. Lots of inspiration and 
ducks unlimited. 

5

6

7

8

9

10

5 tips about shooting
      and social media
Social media such as Facebook and Instagram are 
an excellent way of sharing images, tips and tricks 
related to shooting. Below are five good tips.

1. If you use social media for other things beside 
shooting, it can be a good idea to set up a special 
Instagram account for your shooting pictures. 
Or a Facebook group for your friends who share 
this interest.

2. Use hashtags on Instagram to get feedback 
from other shooters with an interest in photo-
graphy. For example #hunting #jakt #jagd 
#chasse

3. There are lot of shooting-related accounts on 
Instagram, so consider whether you should have 
a special profile with a focus on the countryside, 
weapons, the social aspects of shooting, or spe-
cial types of shooting. 

4. When you use social media, you will also 
encounter people who disapprove of shooting, 
since attitudes towards shooting vary consider-
ably from country to country. If you experience 
misconceptions about shooting, you should avoid 
becoming angry and emotional. Instead, take a 
constructive and open approach. If this does not 
work, you can always block users on Facebook 
and Instagram. 

5. Trophy pictures can provoke a negative 
response – especially from trophy shooting in 
Africa. Stop and think before you publish trophy 
pictures on social media. One shooter who is  
very careful about publishing trophy pictures 
on Instagram is Guillaume, who is French 
(Instachasse). "If I publish trophy pictures on  
Instagram, I always make sure the pictures are 
not too shocking and that the shooter shows 
respect for the game," he says.
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HERCULEAN
Size 48-60 

KEEPER 
Size 46-64 

MARSH 
Size 48-60 

EXETER ADVANTAGE 
Size 46-64 

TARNOCK 
Size 48-60 

KENSINGTON
Size 48-60 

DEVON
Size 48-60 

WOODCOCK 
Size 48-60 

BLACKMOOR 
Size 48-60 

ETON CLASSIC SMOCK
Size 46-58 

WINSTER 
Size 48-60 

COTTAGE QUILT 
Size 48-60 

EXCUR 
Size 48-60 

ETON 
Size 48-60  

FIELD ZIP-OFF 
Size 46-60 

CASTOR 
Size M-3XL 

FULTON 
Size M-3XL 

LEAFY SÆT
Size M-XXL 

THURIN
Size 48-60 

CANADA 
Size S-3XL 

POLAR 
Size 46-64 

SHELDON 
Size 48-60 

WETLAND 
Size 46-58 

WETLAND SOFTSHELL 
Size M-3XL 

OUTTHERE
Size 48-64 

OUTRIDER
Size One size 

overview

male

jackets
AW 16

seeland.com

one-piece
AW 16

seeland.com

See detailed size guide at Seeland.com
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reainwear
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trousers
AW 16

seeland.com

RAINY PONCHO
Size One size  

RAINY SET
Size S-3XL 

HERCULEAN
Size 48-60 

KEEPER 
Size 46-60, 100-120 

MARSH 
Size 48-60 

EXETER ADVANTAGE 
Size 46-60, 50-54/31", 

50-54/35" 

TARNOCK 
Size 48-60 

EXETER 
Size 46-60 

ROVER 
Size 48-60 

ROVER 
Size 48-60 

KENSINGTON
Size 48-60 

WOODCOCK 
Size 48-60 

BLACKMOOR 
Size 48-60 

ETON CLASSIC 
Size 48-60 

CADEN 
Size 48-58 

DEVON
Size 48-60 

WOODCOCK 
Size 48-60 

EXCUR
Size 48-60 

ETON 
Str. 48-60, 100-108, 150-154 

PREVAIL FRONTIER 
Size 48-60 

PREVAIL VENT 
Size 48-60 

PREVAIL BASIC 
Size 48-60 

FIELD STRETCH 
Size 46-64/35" 

FIELD ZIP-OFF 
Size 46-60 

FIELD 
Size 48/35"-64/35" 

THURIN
Size 48-60 

POLAR
Size 46-60,50-54/31",50-54/35" 

SHELDON 
Size 48-60 

WETLAND
Size 46-58 

CRIEFF 
Size XS-3XL 

CRIEFF SHORT 
Size XS-3XL 

overview

CRIEFF WP
Size S/M, L/XL, XXL/3XL 

CRIEFF
Size S/M, L/XL, XXL/3XL 

NEW

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW NEW NEW NEW

NEW
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CRIEFF
Size One size 

CRIEFF
Size One size 

TOURNAMENT 
Size S-5XL 

SKEET 
Size S-5XL 

WESTON CLUB 
Size S-5XL 

DEVON 
Size S-3XL 

WOODCOCK 
Size 48-60 

WINSTER 
Size 48-60 

CADEN 
Size M-3XL 

COTTAGE QUILT 
Size 48-58 

EXETER 
Size 46-60 

VISIBLE WAISTCOAT
Size S-5XL 

FLOURESCENT WAISTCOAT
Size One size 

COLE 
Size M-3XL 

BOLTON 
Size M-3XL 

WILLIAM 
Size S-3XL 

CHASSÉ 
Size S-5XL 

SCOUT 
Size M-3XL 

RANGER 
Size M-3XL 

TRENT 
Size M-3XL 

BOLTON 
Size M-3XL 

WILLIAM 
Size S-3XL 

LUSSAC 
Size S-3XL 

CHASSÉ 
Size S-5XL 

DUSTIN 
Size S-5XL 

EWAN 
Size S-3XL 

GLACIER FULL ZIP 
Size M-3XL 

GLACIER HALF ZIP 
Size M-3XL 

ODELL 
Size S-5XL 

waistcoats
AW 16

seeland.com

fleeces
AW 16

seeland.com

knitwear
AW 16

seeland.com

READING  
Size M-3XL 

overview

NEW NEW

NEW NEW

NEW NEW NEW
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ESSEX 
Size S-5XL 

MOSCUS 
Size M-3XL 

VICK 
Size M-3XL 

REDWOOD 
Size M-3XL 

PILTON 
Size S-5XL 

EDWIN 
Size S-5XL 

TIMBER 
Size M-3XL 

TREKKING 
Size M-3XL 

TREKKING SOLID
Size M-3XL 

HAMMOND 
Size M-3XL 

CHESTER 
Size M-3XL 

HELSTON 
Size M-3XL 

NIGEL 
Size M-3XL 

RIVER L/S 
Size M-3XL 

RIVER S/S 
Size M-3XL 

PRESTON 
Size S-5XL 

HANLEY L/S 
Size M-3XL 

HANLEY S/S 
Size M-3XL 

MELDON 
Size S-3XL 

HESTER W/HIGH NECK
Size S-3XL 

HESTER 
Size S-3XL 

LIZARD 
Size S-3XL 

shirts
AW 16

seeland.com

underwear
AW 16

seeland.com

overview

LIZARD 
Size S-3XL 
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LIZARD 
Size S-3XL 

T-SHIRT FADING STAG 
Size M-3XL 

T-SHIRT CAMO STAG
Size M-3XL 

T-SHIRT CAMO SEELAND 
Size M-3XL 

PRINTED T-SHIRT
Size M-3XL 

BASIC T-SHIRT 3-PACK
Size S-5XL 

CAM L/S T-SHIRT
Size M-3XL 

CAM S/S T-SHIRT
Size M-5XL 

POLO SHIRT
Size S-5XL 

lady

t-shirts
AW 16

seeland.com

overview

POLAR LADY 
Size 36-46 

GLYN LADY 
Size 36-46 

WOODCOCK LADY 
Size 36-46 

EXETER ADVANTAGE LADY 
Size 36-46 

FIELD LADY 
Size 36-46 

COTTAGE QUILT LADY 
Size 36-46 

CASTOR LADY 
Size S-XXL 

POLAR LADY 
Size 36-46 

GLYN LADY 
Size 36-46 

WOODCOCK LADY 
Size 36-46 

jackets
AW 16

seeland.com

trousers
AW 16

seeland.com

See detailed size guide at Seeland.com

overview
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EXETER ADVANTAGE LADY 
Size 36-46 

WOODCOCK LADY 
Size 36-46 

PREVAIL FRONTIER LADY 
Size 36-46 

EXETER LADY 
Size 36-46 

THORNE LADY 
Size 36-46 

SKEET LADY 
Size XS-XXL 

WINSTER LADY 
Size 36-46 

EXETER LADY 
Size 36-46 

COTTAGE QUILT LADY 
Size 36-46 

BOLTON LADY 
Size S-XXL 

BRONSON LADY 
Size XS-XXL 

BEATRICE LADY 
Size S-XXL 

PILTON LADY 
Size XS-XXL 

VICKA LADY 
Size XS-XXL 

PRESTON LADY 
Size XS-XXL 

EXCUR KIDS 70 %
Size 4-16 

ETON KIDS 
Size 4-16 /

WOODCOCK KIDS 
Size 4-16 

EXCUR KIDS
Size 4-16 

kids

jackets
AW 16

seeland.com

trousers
AW 16

seeland.com

waistcoats
AW 16

seeland.com

fleeces
AW 16

seeland.com

shirts
AW 16

seeland.com

overview

See detailed size guide at Seeland.com
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ETON KIDS 
Size 4-16  

WOODCOCK KIDS 
Size 4-16 

WOODCOCK KIDS 
Size 4-16 

YUKON KIDS 
Size 4-16 

WINSTER KIDS 
Size 4-16 

FLOURESCENT KIDS  
WAISTCOAT
Size One size 

BRONSON KIDS 
Size 4-16 

COBY KIDS 
Size 4-16 

DANIEL KIDS 
Size 4-16 

DOUGLAS KIDS 
Size 4-16 

PARKIN KIDS 
Size 4-16 

EDWIN KIDS 
Size 4-16 

waistcoats
AW 16

seeland.com

fleeces
AW 16

seeland.com

knitwear
AW 16

seeland.com

shirts
AW 16

seeland.com

overview

KEEPER 
Size M-XXL 

MARSH 
Size M-XXL 

EXETER ADVANTAGE 
Size M-XL 

WINSTER 
Size One size 

ETON 
Size M-XXL 

FIELD 
Size One size 

LIGHT 
Size One size 

FLOURESCENT CAP
Size One size 

VISIBLE 
Size One size 

DEVON 
Size 57-61 

CADEN 
Size 57-61 

accessories

headwear
AW 16

seeland.com

See detailed size guide at Seeland.com

overview
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WOODCOCK 
Size 55-61 

WETLAND 
Size One size 

COVER 
Size One size 

LEAFY 
Size One size 

OUTTHERE 
Size M-XL 

HEADNET
Size One size 

MOSQUITO 
Size M-XXL 

BALACLAVA
Size One size 

LIZARD 
Size One size 

LIZARD NECK WARMER
Size One size 

CONLEY 
Size M-XL 

CONLEY 
Size One size 

CONLEY 
Size One size 

CONLEY 
Size One size 

CONLEY KIDS BEANIE 
Size 4/6, 8/10, 12/14 

CREW 
Size One size 

IAN REVERSIBLE 
Size One size 

IAN REVERSIBLE 
Size One size 

HERCULEAN
Size M-XL 

KEEPER 
Size M-XXL 

MARSH 
Size M-XXL 

EXETER ADVANTAGE 
Size M-XL 

SEELAND GLOVES
Size S-XXL 

ETON 
Size XXS-XXL 

WETLAND SOFTSHELL 
Size M-XL 

OUTTHERE 
Size M-XXL 

WINSTER 
Size M-XL 

LIZARD 
Size M-XL 

LEAFY 
Size S-XXL 

CONLEY 
Size M-XL 

MOEL
Size 90-120 

gloves 
& mittens

AW 16

seeland.com

mics.
accessories

AW 16

seeland.com

overview
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WALDEN
Size 90-120 

BRACES
w/clips 

BRACES
f/buttons 

MORGAN 
Size One size 

TIE KIDS
in polyester 

HAT PIN
£ 5,99

ROSETTE 
£ 39,99

footwear
overview

rubber 
footwear
& waders

AW 16

seeland.com WOODCOCK AT+™ 18" 5MM
Size 3-17 

WOODCOCK AT+™ LADY 
16" 5MM
Size 5-12 

ESTATE VIBRAM® 18" 5MM 
SIDEZIP
Size 4-15 

ESTATE VIBRAM® 18" 5MM
Size 7-15 

ESTATE LADY VIBRAM® 16" 
5MM

Size 6-12 

ESTATE VIBRAM® 18'' 
BREATHABLE

Size 4-15 

COUNTRYLIFE 17" 3,5MM
Size 3-15 

COUNTRYLIFE 18” 3.5 MM
Size 3-17 

COUNTRYLIFE 17" 3.5 MM 
SIDE-ZIP
Size 3-15 

COUNTRYLIFE LADY 10" CS
Size 5-12 

MOOR STABLE 16" 5MM 
FOLD-DOWN

Size 7-17 

AGRI 16” SD 4 MM
Size 3-17 

AGRI 12" SD
Size 3-17 

ALLROUND 12"
Size 3-17 

ALLROUND 18"
Size 3-17 

ALLROUND 18" 4MM
Size 3-17 

ALLROUND 18" 4MM 
SIDE-ZIP
Size 3-17 

See detailed size guide at Seeland.com

overview

NEWNEW
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ALLROUND HIP 32" 4MM
Size 7-17 

WETLAND WADER 5MM 
1200G

Size 7-15 

FIELD 17" 4MM
Size 3-17 

FIELD 17"
Size 3-17 

RAINY 6,5"
Size 7-15 

RAINY LADY 6.5"
Size 5-12 

TREESTAND PAC II 12"
Size 7-15 

SPITSBERGEN PAC 14"
Size 7-15 

GRIZZLY PAC 10"
Size 7-15 

pac boots
& lightweight

boots
AW 16

seeland.com

GRIZZLY PAC LADY 10"
Size 5-12 

LAPLAND 14"
Size 9-13 

KIRUNA 14"
Size 9-13 

FIELD 2-PACK 
Size M (39-42), L (43-45) 

ETOSHA 5-PACK 
Size M (39-42), L (43-45)

socks
AW 16

seeland.com

ETON CALF LIGHTWEIGHT
Size M (39-42), L (43-45) 

ETON CREW MIDWEIGHT
Size M (39-42), L (43-45) 

FOREST 
Size S (35-38), M (39-42),  

L (43-45), XL (46-50) 

JORVIK 
Size S (35-38), M (39-42),  

L (43-45), XL (46-50) 

CONE 
Size S (35-38), M (39-42),  

L (43-45), XL (46-50) 

ALLROUND FOOTBED
Size 3-17 

ALLROUND KIDS FOOTBED
Size 1-6, K11, K12, K13 

SEELAND AFS™ FOOTBED
Size 3-17 

SEELAND LADY AFS™ 
FOOTBED
Size 5-12 

mics.
accessories

AW 16

seeland.com
SEELAND SHOCK- 

ELIMINATOR™ FOOTBED
Size 3 - 17 

RAINY FOOTBED
Size 7-15 

RAINY LADY FOOTBED
Size 5-12 

WOOL FELT INSOLE 8MM
Size 3-17 

WOOL FELT INSOLE 
LADY 8MM

Size 3-12 

BOOT DRYER
 

BOOT BAG

overview

NEW

NEW
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hardware
overview

SEELAND RUBBER  
FOOTWEAR CARE

Size 125ml 

HEAT SOLES
Size One size 

FOOTWARMER POUCHES 
FOR INSOLES

NORRA SPIKES
Size 34-37 (S), 38-40 (M),  

41-44 (L), 45-48 (XL) 

rucksack
& bags

AW 16

seeland.com
ARGYLL WETLAND 

Size 25 L 
JURA DUFFELBAG

Size 40 L - 53 x 31 x 30 cm / 75 L - 75 x 35 x 35 cm / 
100 L - 75 x 40 x 40 cm 

RIFLE BOLT PURSE
Size 14 x 25 cm 

DUMMY BAG
Size 9 L 

GAME BAG
Size 20 L 

GAME BAG
Size f/125 bullets 

RYGSÆKSTOL
Size 25 L 

SHOTGUN SLIP
Size 125 cm 

RIFLE SLIP
Size 125 cm 

slips
& cases

AW 16

seeland.com

RIFLE SLIP W/FOAM
Size 125 cm 

COMPACT SHOTGUN SLIP
Size 76 cm 

RIFLE CASE
Size 124 x 25 x 10 cm 

RIFLE SLING
Black / Olive / Camo / Orange camo 

slings
& belts

AW 16

seeland.com

RIFLE SLING W/CARTRIDGE HOLDER
Black / Olive / Camo / Orange camo 

RIFLE SLING W/THUMB HOLE
Black / Olive / Camo / Orange camo 

RIFLE SLING W/DOUBLE THUMB HOLE
Black / Olive / Camo / Orange camo 

More hardware and technical information at Seeland.com

overview

NEW
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RIFLE SLING W/ZIP
Black / Orange camo 

SHOTGUN SLING
Brown / Black 

SHOTGUN SLING  
W/NON SLIP RUBBER

Olive / Black 

CARTRIDGE BELT
Black / Olive / Orange camo 

misc.
accessories

AW 16

seeland.com
RIFLE CATRIDGE HOLDER

f/6 bullets
CATRIDGE HOLDER  

FOR RIFLE AMMUNITION
f/6 bullets

CARTRIDGE HOLDER  
FOR RIFLE F/STOCK

 f/8 bullets 

CARTRIDGE HOLDER F/BELT
f/6 bullets

CARTRIDGE HOLDER  
F/STOCK
f/6 bullets 

CARTRIDGE HOLDER  
FOR RIFLE F/BELT

f/8 bullets 

CARRIER SLING CARRIER F/SHOULDER
single / double  

CARRIER F/BELT
12 pcs game 

CARRIER F/BELT
single 

SCOPECOVER
small / big 

NEOPRENE SOUND  
MODERATOR COVER

NEOPRENE STOCK  
COMB RAISER

NEOPRENE STOCK  
EXTENDER

STOCK COVER
f/shotgun

RADIO STRAP
Size one size 

BINOCULAR STRAP

STRAP FOR RADIO  
AND DOG TRACKER

Size one size 

LENS PROTECTOR
Size ø26 mm, ø30 mm, ø36 mm, ø42 mm, ø47 mm, ø51 mm,  

ø57 mm, ø61 mm & ø64 mm 

CARTRIDGE PEN

overview

NEW NEW NEW
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